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Denver, CO - August 5, 2019

Denver’s Latinx Jazz Pianist announces
upcoming single release

Agua Bosque
www.lacocodrila.com
Denver, CO – Local Latinx jazz pianist announces her
new single “Agua Bosque,” composed, arranged,
performed and produced by Deborah “La Cocodrila”
De La Torre which will be released August, 2019.
In her new single AGUA BOSQUE ("water forest") pronounced “ah-gwa-BOSS-keh,” La Cocodrila
recounts the legend of thunder following the swirling winds which are announcing the fierce
rainstorm bringing life, death and rebirth. The track (which is 4:51 in length) includes
instrumental images such as the sound of water drops played by the percussion and bass guitar,
various bird calls and hurricane winds played by the piano, the undertone of rumbling of
thunder played by the percussion, and the tropical insects and frogs, which are played in
staggered rhythms by the horns and percussion, and at the end in live audio captured from La
Cocodrila's (pronounced Lah-Co-Co-DREE-Lah) recent travels.
Audiences will get to hear the song performed live at La Cocodrila’s upcoming show at Denver’s
Walnut Room, 3131 Walnut Street, on Friday September 13, 2019. Tickets are $15 in advance
or $20 at the door and can be purchased at https://www.thewalnutroom.com/calendar/.
Performing with her once again are two musicians well-known to the greater Denver area: Ron
Bland (bass) and Thomas Blomster (percussion). Also on the album are Dan Leavitt (trumpet),
Jeff Craig (trombone) and Joe Anderies (flute). The track was recorded at Rocky Mountain
Recorders by recording/mixing engineer Tyler Reed and mastered by Justin Davis.
Deborah "La Cocodrila" De La Torre, a Miami-native, shreds and thrashes on the piano with a
jazz-rock Latinx beat. Blending genres, rhythms and Latinx regional influences in sharp and edgy
ways, her aggressive and solid piano playing demonstrates an assertive command of the
instrument, granting her the well-deserved nickname “La Cocodrila” (the Lady Crocodile) on
account of her fierce playing style. Her debut instrumental album released October 2018
titled ¡Coño! (But With A Swing) continues to receive acclaim from popular audiences,
commercial critics and Latin music scholars throughout the world. A 2020 Spring Break Tour is
now being planned. For interviews and booking contact: DLT Creative Productions LLC at
info@deborahdelatorre.com or www.lacocodrila.com.

